Vehicle Search Solutions

THE PARTNER VEHICLE SEARCH SOLUTIONS
FEATURED PRODUCT - LED UNDER VEHICLE INSPECTION MIRROR
The LED Under Vehicle Inspection Mirror is a robust and ergonomically designed under and over
vehicle search mirror, consisting of a four section telescopic arm extending from 51cm (20 inches) to
a maximum of 165cm (65 inches). The LED Under Vehicle Inspection Mirror is supplied with a 68mm
x 126mm (2.5" x 5") rectangular mirror and a circular plastic convex mirror with a diameter of
142mm (5.5 inches), all with a rugged rubber rim to prevent damage. Once fitted, the mirror can be
positioned in a variety of angles to enable maximum clarity. Weighing 0.75kg, it is easy to Maneuver
and is ideal for indoor or outdoor use. The handle is covered with insulating material and fitted as
standard with a cylinder diode torch offering LED illumination. This lightweight and versatile
inspection set comes contained in a sleek carry case.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 51cm to 165cm when fully extended
Mirror Sizes: 142mm and 68mm x 126mm
Weight: 0.75kg
Case: Black polyester with carrying strap
Weight when Packed: 1.5kg
Size when Packed: 56cm x 18cm x 6.5cm
Batteries: 7 x AA (not included)
Operational Time: Up to 48 hours
Manufacturer's Warranty: 2 Years
Manufactured in the EU.

PRODUCT ORDER CODE: SGM08

Protecting frontline security personnel....
Visit: www.interconnective.co.uk

Contact: +44 (01494446965)

Vehicle Search Solutions

UNDER VEHICLE SEARCH MIRROR – PREMIER

Robust and lightweight, this trolley style Under Vehicle Search Mirror offers maneuverability and clarity at a low cost. The 30cm
convex, acrylic circular mirror is perfectly clear and protected by a rugged plastic bumper, making it ideal for both indoor and
outdoor use. With a low ground clearance, the mirror is mounted on a tri-wheel base with a pivotal movement mechanism for
optimal visual adjustment. Featuring an extendable handle with six length options, this tool can be easily adjusted to the needs of
the individual or job specification. The handle has a foam grip for user comfort and a removable LED torch enabling night
searches. An effective and user-friendly design, this equipment is contained in a compact carry bag.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 130cm, 120cm, 110cm, 100cm, 90cm,
80cm approx when extended by optional
lengths.
Mirror size: 30cm diameter
Weight: 1.52kg
Ground clearance: 14cm approx (removable
tri-wheel base allows a reduction to 8 cm
approx)
Batteries: 3 x AAA batteries (not included) for
removable LED torch
Case: Black polyester with carrying strap
84cmx38cmx8cm
Manufacturer’s Warranty: 1 year

PRODUCT ORDER CODE: SGM05

OVER VEHICLE SEARCH MIRROR
As security tightens, the greater the requirement for vehicle
searches. Not only have under vehicle searches become the
norm, there is a growing requirement for over vehicle
searches. As a result Interconnective have introduced an over
vehicle search mirror with a telescopic pole reach of 1 to 3
metres. Understanding the tough environment in which
vehicle searches are conducted the optics is constructed with
a toughened Polymer compound. The lightweight mirror is
equipped with a LED lighting unit.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Optics: Polymir® 3 year manufacturer's
guarantee 1m-3m telescopic pole with LED
lighting unit
(3 AAA batteries supplied)
Size when Packed: 120x32x8 cm
Net Weight: less then 1 kg
Full Manufacturer's Warranty: 3 years including
(lens, frame and fixing kit) under normal usage
Manufactured in the EU.

PRODUCT ORDER CODE: SGM09
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